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www.pfaffl.at

The family estate in the Southern Weinviertel region belongs to one of the most well recognised names

in the Austrian wine business. Siblings Roman Josef Pfaffl and Heidemarie Fischer with their parents

Adelheid and Roman Pfaffl are still deeply rooted in their homeland. Together they carry the best of the

Weinviertel out into the world. Today, the family cultivates 90 hectares of vineyards, which are

embedded like islands in the landscape, spread over 11 municipalities in the Weinviertel region and the

capital, Vienna.

The Pfaffl wines are very well known and appreciated both nationally and internationally, being exported

to more than 20 countries. Step by step the new generation is taking over the reins, but always keeping

the family philosophy in mind: “The quality grows in the vineyard”.

Grüner Veltliner is the most beloved grape variety of the Pfaffl family. They produce wines from it in a

range of styles, from fresh and fruity to opulent and complex, but they never lose the peppery spice

quality typically (and usually) associated with Grüner Veltliner. The Hundsleiten bottling is usually the one

that requires the longest aging to fully show its very complex aromas and flavours.

The Wien 1 and Wien 2 are inspired by and created in homage to traditional Viennese wine. Both blends,

Wien 1 consists of Riesling, Grüner Veltliner and Pinot Blanc and Wien 2 a blend of Zweigelt and Pinot

Noir. Both are light, fresh, fruity styles with real charm and finesse.

Pfaffl are certified sustainable by the Austrian Wine Association as of the 2017 vintage.

Code Label name Vintage Alcohol Closure type Case size

White Wine

PF1523 Wien.1 2023 12.5% Screw Cap 6X0.75lt

Red Wine

PF1623 Wien.2 2023 13.5% Screw Cap 6X0.75lt
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